




















Picture Pot Tags Available  $0.12 each Order with Bulbs 



























































From Comptoir - France 

GLOECKNER-EDNIE EXCLUSIVE USA DISTRIBUTOR 
*Prime Order Time May to June*

The Amandine Ranuncu/us is 100% double flowering. 

New development in breeding has produced this remarkable line of IMPROVED ranunculus tubers which offer the same desirable 
characteristics as the La Belle series with the added benefit of improved plant vigor and flower performance. Sharing the ability of the 

Gigi series to withstand warmer temperatures therefore extending the flowering season. 
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There are 2 main methods for pre-cooling tulips prior to planting. 

These are commonly referred to as 5 or 9 degree cooling programs. 

Below is a brief explanation of each method to help you determine which program you need. 

5
° 

Celcius Programmed Tulips 

The 5° Celcius Tulips have received all of their cooling prior to shipping. Upon receiving the bulbs you should 

plant them immediately into the greenhouse either in ground beds, plastic crates with soil, or water in special 

trays. Bulbs should not be stored for any length of time without being planted as this will affect the cooling they 

have received and can be detrimental to the flowering process. For early shipments we recommend peeling the 

bulbs as the skin has not had enough time to soften which allows the roots to develop correctly. After planting 

we recommend keeping the tulips at 50°-55° Fahrenheit for two weeks to establish roots. Once the roots are 

established warmer temperatures can be run. Typically 5° cooling is only used for cut flower production. 

5 Degree Tulips are available only in full crate quantities of 500 per variety and will ship from our Oregon Whse.

9
° Celcius Programmed Tulips 

The go Programmed Celcius Tulips receive approximately six weeks of go Celsius (48° Fahrenheit) prior to 

shipping the bulbs to the grower. The optimum number of weeks of cold stated (see column optimum weeks of 

cold) can be reduced by six weeks. After the tulips arrive, usually Mid-October. Upon receiving the Tulip bulbs 

plant and root them in a cooler at 45° to 50° Fahrenheit. Once the roots are established, lower the temperature 

in the cooler. For the first six weeks the temperature may vary between 40° to 48° Fahrenheit. After six weeks 

lower the temperature to 34 °-38° Fahrenheit. Degree cooling can be used for both pot or cut production. 

We strongly recommend the go Celcius Programmed Tulips for Southern US growers, or areas where natural 

cooling may not be enough to produce strong, tall stems. 

Regular Tulips (non-cooled) 

Regular Tulip bulbs have not received any cooling. Plant and place the bulbs into a cooler at 45° to 50° 

Fahrenheit. After roots are established, lower temperature in cooler. First six weeks the temperature may vary 

between 40° to 48° Fahrenheit. After six weeks lower the temperature to between 34°-38° Fahrenheit 

Regular tulips can also be planted outside in a protected raised bed or planted in the ground. The bulbs will 

receive a natural cooling. Note: roots must be established before the cold sets in, therefore bulbs should be 

planted in time to receive the slightly warmer temperatures. 
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